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Abstract

Public key encryption with equality test (PKEET), which was first introduced
by Yang et al. (CT-RSA, 2010), has various applications including facilitating
keyword search on encrypted data and partitioning encrypted data on the cloud.
It can be also applied to manage personal health records on the internet. For
these reasons, there have been improvements on earlier PKEET schemes in
terms of performance and functionality.

We present a semi-generic method for PKEET constructions, assuming only
the existence of IND-CCA2 secure traditional public key encryption (PKE)
schemes, the hardness of Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problems, and
random oracles. Our approach has several advantages; it enables us to under-
stand requirements for the equality test functionality more clearly. Furthermore,
our approach is quite general, in that if we change the underlying PKE scheme
with the identity-based encryption (IBE) scheme (and we assume the hardness
of Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problems instead of CDH), then we obtain the first
IBE scheme with equality test (IBEET) satisfying analogous security arguments
to those of PKEET. Although an IBEET construction was recently proposed,
but we note that it satisfies only weak security requirements.

Keywords: Public key encryption, identity-based encryption, equality test,
random oracle model

1. Introduction

Public key encryption with equality test (PKEET), which was first intro-
duced by Yang et al. [19], is a public key encryption (PKE) scheme that supports
the capability for testing equality between ciphertexts using different public keys
as well as the same public key. This property can be applied to various scenarios
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in practice. In particular, it is very useful for managing outsourced databases
in a secure way.

Let us consider the following scenario to elucidate an advantage of using
PKEET in secure outsourced database applications. Suppose that each user
stores his/her emails with an email service provider. In this case, we face with
two seemingly conflicting requirements, protecting data privacy and managing
stored data efficiently. For the former, storing emails in the encrypted form
seems necessary. But, it precludes operations over stored data without decrypt-
ing it, in particular, keyword search over stored emails. To support it, the email
service provider makes senders append encrypted keywords to an encrypted
email, and may check encrypted keywords to response to user’s keyword search
queries or to filter out spam emails. However, traditional PKE schemes do not
allow such operations to be performed over encrypted data.

Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) [8] could be a suitable candidate to
resolve the above issue, but the service provider cannot also check the result
of operations without decrypting it. Searchable encryption [3] or deterministic
encryption [2] could also be utilized. However, these primitives are basically
designed to perform tests on ciphertexts generated by the same public key.
Hence, the email service provider in the above scenario has to generate a token
for each user in the system to monitor stored emails. On the other hand, a
goal of PKEET is to enable one who has trapdoors to check equality among
ciphertexts generated by different public keys as well as the same public key, so
that the email service provider can perform tests on ciphertexts regardless of
exploited public keys.

Furthermore, as suggested by Tang [18], PKEET can also be applied to
emerging computing scenarios, e.g., internet-based private health record (PHR)
applications [15, 18]. In a PHR system, each patient may obtain his/her data
from various sources: prescription results from a doctor, treatment from a hos-
pital, test results from a laboratory, and so on. The patient receives such data
as encrypted using his/her own public key, and stores them with the service
provider. When he/she wants to match his/her data with that of others in or-
der to get some help, he/she requests the service provider to search for them
over encrypted data using different public keys. Due to its various applications
as above, many researchers have developed PKEET schemes [16, 17, 18, 13, 12,
9, 11] for the purpose of achieving better performance and providing different
levels of authorities for equality testing.

1.1. Our Contribution

We provide a semi-generic PKEET construction that exploits traditional
PKE schemes having sufficiently large plaintext spaces. Our PKEET system
model follows that of Tang’s all-or-nothing PKEET scheme [18]. In this scheme,
each user issues a trapdoor to a specified tester and the authority to test the
equality of all of his/her ciphertexts. Thus, the tester who has knowledge of
the two user’s trapdoors, is able to check the equality of ciphertexts using their
public keys. We note that this model can also be regarded as a PKEET scheme
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supporting flexible authorization, where we only consider the authorization for
equality test on all receiver’s ciphertexts (so called Type-1 authorization in [12]).

In Section 1 of [18], Tang initially attempted to construct a generic PKEET
scheme by defining an encryption algorithm for a message m by:

(C1,C2) = (PKE1(pk1,m),PKE2(pk2,H1(m)))

where PKE1 and PKE2 are traditional PKE schemes and H1 is a cryptographic
hash function. Then, each user issues the secret key sk2 for PKE2 to the tester
and he/she can check their equality by decrypting the C2’s for both ciphertexts
and then comparing H1(m) values. Immediately, however, Tang demonstrated
that the above formulation could not achieve the IND-CCA2 security [18] because
an adversary could query

(C∗1,C2) = (PKE1(pk1,mb),PKE2(pk2,H1(mβ)))

to the decryption oracle by guessing b ∈ {0, 1}, chosen by the challenger as β,
and then generate the second component C2 themselves where (C∗1,C

∗
2) is the

challenge ciphertext.
We resolve the above problem by providing a way to prevent decryption

queries of the obtained ciphertexts by modifying the challenge ciphertext shown
above. Our solution is as follows: Let G be a cyclic group with a generator g
of prime order p, and y = gx is an additional public key for a randomly chosen
element x ∈ Z∗p. In the encryption algorithm, r is randomly selected from Z∗p
and is used to compute gr. Then, the algorithm attaches gr to the message
m and its hash value H1(m). Their ciphertexts are generated using traditional
PKE schemes. In addition, the algorithm provides the hash value of generated
ciphertexts by attaching yr. That is, our encryption algorithm for a message m
is defined by

PKEET.Enc(pk,m) = (PKE1(pk1,m‖gr),PKE2(pk2,H1(m)‖gr),H2(C1,C2, y
r))

where C1 = PKE1(pk1,m‖gr), C2 = PKE2(pk2,H1(m)‖gr), and H1 and H2

are cryptographic hash functions. Informally speaking, an adversary must
know yr to generate a valid ciphertext by modifying the challenge ciphertext,
where yr is the solution to the Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem
for the instance (g, gr, y). We demonstrate that our semi-generic construction
achieves one-wayness under adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (OW-CCA2) secu-
rity against Type-I adversaries, who have a trapdoor information for the equality
test, and the indistinguishability under adaptive chosen ciphertext attack (IND-
CCA2) security against Type-II adversaries, who do not have that informa-
tion. (See Section 2.1 for the details of types of adversaries.) This assumes that
the exploited PKE schemes are IND-CCA2 secure and the CDH assumption
holds in the random oracle model. Moreover, we attempt to interpret Tang’s
all-or-nothing PKEET scheme [18], which coincides with our system model, in
the view of our semi-generic construction.

Our construction can be easily extended to the identity-based setting by
replacing PKE schemes and the CDH assumption with traditional identity-based
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encryption (IBE) schemes and the bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) assumption,
respectively. Thus, our modified encryption algorithm for IBE with equality
test (IBEET) is defined as follows: Let G and GT be two cyclic groups of prime
order p. Let g be a generator of G and set a public parameter g1 = gs for a
randomly chosen element s from Z∗p. e : G×G→ GT is a bilinear map defined
over G and GT . We define an encryptoin algorithm of our semi-generic IBEET
construction with an identity ID and a message m by

IBEET.Enc(pp, ID,m)

= (IBE1(pp1, ID,m‖gr), IBE2(pp2, ID,H1(m)‖gr),H2(C1,C2, e(H3(ID), g1)r))

for a randomly chosen r ∈ Z∗p, where IBE1 and IBE2 are traditional IBE schemes,
C1 = IBE1(pp1, ID,m‖gr), C2 = IBE2(pp2, ID,H1(m)‖gr), and H1, H2, and H3

are cryptographic hash functions.
We demonstrate that our suggestion achieves one-wayness under adaptive

chosen identity and adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks (OW-ID-CCA2) secu-
rity against Type-I adversaries and the indistinguishability under adaptive cho-
sen identity and adaptive chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-ID-CCA2) security
against Type-II adversaries, assuming that the exploited IBE schemes are IND-
ID-CCA2 secure and the BDH assumption holds in the random oracle model.
Similar to our PKEET construction, we remark that an adversary must know
the e(H3(ID), g1)r value to generate a valid ciphertext by modifying the chal-
lenge ciphertext, where e(H3(ID), g1)r = e(gx, gs)r = e(g, g)xsr is the solution
to the BDH problem for the instance (g, gx, gr, gs), assuming that H3(ID) is
gx ∈ G for some element x in Z∗p.

As far as we know, our suggestion is the first IBEET scheme that achieves
both the OW-ID-CCA2 security against Type-I adversaries and the IND-ID-
CCA2 security against Type-II adversaries in the random oracle model. Fur-
thermore, we demonstrate that it has comparable performance to the previous
result [11], which achieves only the OW-ID-CCA2 security against Type-I adver-
saries in the random oracle model. According to our analysis, our construction,
exploiting Boneh and Franklin’s IND-ID-CCA2 secure IBE schemes [4], requires
6E, 3P + 2E, and 2P + 2E, for encryption, decryption, and testing, respectively,
whereas the previous [11] construction requires 6E, 2P+2E, and 4P, respectively,
where E and P denote the cost of computing exponents and pairing operations,
respectively. (See Table 2 in Section 6 for the details of performance compari-
son.)

1.2. Related Works

PKE/IBE with Equality Test. Yang et al. [19] first proposed the concept of
PKEET, which allows anyone to check whether two ciphertexts under differ-
ent public keys contain the same message, and provided an instantiation that is
OW-CCA2 secure. Later, Tang [16, 17] proposed an enhanced version of PKEET
allowing only a tester authorized by two users to perform an equality test on
ciphertexts between those users. However, this suggestion has a drawback that
an interactive protocol between two users must be performed to initiate the
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authorization. To improve efficiency (with putting up with the looseness of
authorization power), Tang [18] proposed an all-or-nothing PKEET scheme,
which specifies the person who is to perform the equality test on all ciphertexts.
Subsequently, Ma et al. [13] presented PKE with a delegated equality test that
works by hiring a delegated party, who is the only party allowed to perform the
test by communicating with a cloud server that stores the ciphertexts. Huang
et al. [9] proposed PKE with an authorized equality test. In this formulation, a
user separately issues warrants on all of his/her ciphertexts or only a specified
ciphertext. Recently, Ma et al. [12] presented a PKEET scheme that simulta-
neously supports four types of flexible authorization. Following their work, Lin
et al. [10] provided an improved construction without the use of bilinear maps.

In the identity-based setting, Ma [11] presented a scheme for IBEET that is
OW-ID-CCA2 secure against Type-I adversaries. However, the IND-ID-CCA2 se-
curity was not considered, and the scheme does not achieve that level of security.

PKE/IBE with Keyword Search. PKE with keyword search (PKEKS) [3], which
supports the functionality to perform an equality test between keywords embed-
ded in a tag and a ciphertext, is similar to PKEET. The main difference between
the two constructions is that PKEKS allows tests on ciphertexts under only a
fixed public key, related to the issued tag, whereas PKEET allows equality tests
on ciphertexts under different public keys as well as the same public keys. Sim-
ilarly, IBE with keyword search (IBEKS) [1], which is an extension of PKEKS
to the identity-based setting, has similar features to those of IBEET. Similar
to the relation between PKEKS and PKEET, IBEKS also allows equality tests
on ciphertexts under a fixed identity, related to the issued tag, whereas IBEET
allows equality tests on ciphertexts under different identities as well as the same
identities.

1.3. Organization of the Paper

In Section 2, we introduce basic definitions related to our PKEET and
IBEET constructions. Section 3 provides our semi-generic construction for
PKEET and an interpretation of Tang’s all-or-nothing PKEET scheme in the
view of our semi-generic construction. A security analysis of our PKEET con-
struction is given in Section 4. Section 5 extends the construction to the identity-
based setting. In Section 6, we provide comparisons of our works with previous
results. Some detailed proofs of theorems and lemmas are presented in the
Appendices.

2. Basic Definitions

In this section, we look at some basic concepts of PKE and IBE with equality
test.

Notation. Throughout the paper, negl(·) denotes a negligible function. For an
algorithm A, A→ a denotes that an algorithm A outputs a.
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2.1. Public Key Encryption with Equality Test

System Model of Our PKEET. Our PKEET system model consists of users (in-
cluding a sender and a receiver) and the tester (e.g., the cloud server): A sender
encrypts a data using a receiver’s public key and passes it to the receiver. Then,
the receiver stores it to the cloud server and he/she can decrypt his/her cipher-
texts using his/her secret key. One day, once the receiver wants to delegate
the test capability for all of his/her ciphertexts, he/she issues a trapdoor to the
tester who can access to the cloud server. Since then, the tester can perform
equality test on ciphertexts under the public key of the receiver who passed the
trapdoor to the tester.

Definition of PKEET. We provide the formal definition of PKEET and its
correctness conditions in Definitions 1 and 2, respectively. Since PKEET is an
extension of the traditional PKE, Definition 1 already contains the definition
of PKE, so we refrain from rewriting the definition of PKE; instead, we note
that PKE consists of the three algorithms in Definition 1: the key generation
algorithm where a public parameter pp is a security parameter λ, the encryption
algorithm, and the decryption algorithm.

Definition 1. A public key encryption scheme with equality test (PKEET)
consists of the following six probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithms
PKEET = (PKEET.Setup,PKEET.KeyGen,PKEET.Enc,PKEET.Dec,PKEET.Trapdoor,
PKEET.Test):

• PKEET.Setup(λ): It takes a security parameter λ as an input and returns
a public parameter pp.

• PKEET.KeyGen(pp): It takes the public parameter pp as an input and
returns a pair of public and secret keys (pk, sk).

• PKEET.Enc(pk,m): It takes the public key pk and a plaintext m ∈ M as
inputs and returns a ciphertext C. M denotes the plaintext space of the
scheme.

• PKEET.Dec(sk, C): It takes the secret key sk and a ciphertext C as inputs
and returns a plaintext m.

Suppose that each user has his own index i for 1 ≤ i ≤ N . We denote a
pair of public and secret keys of user i by (pki, ski). A ciphertext for user i is
denoted by Ci.

• PKEET.Trapdoor(ski): It takes a user i’s secret key ski as an input and
returns a trapdoor tdi for user i’s ciphertexts.

• PKEET.Test(tdi, Ci, tdj , Cj): It takes a user i’s ciphertext Ci with the trap-
door tdi and a user j’s ciphertext Cj with the trapdoor tdj as inputs. Then,
it outputs 0 or 1.

Next, we define the correctness of the PKEET scheme.
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Definition 2 (Correctness of the PKEET scheme). We say a PKEET scheme is
correct if for any security parameter λ, PKEET.Setup(λ)→ pp, PKEET.KeyGen(pp)
→ (pki, ski), and PKEET.KeyGen(λ) → (pkj , skj), the following conditions are
satisfied:

1. For any message m ∈ M, PKEET.Dec(ski,PKEET.Enc(pki,m)) = m al-
ways holds.

2. For any ciphertexts Ci and Cj, if PKEET.Dec(ski, Ci) = PKEET.Dec(skj , Cj)
6=⊥,

Pr[PKEET.Test(tdi, Ci, tdj , Cj)] = 1,

where PKEET.Trapdoor(ski)→ tdi and PKEET.Trapdoor(skj)→ tdj.

3. For any ciphertexts Ci and Cj, if PKEET.Dec(ski, Ci) 6= PKEET.Dec(skj , Cj),

Pr[PKEET.Test(tdi, Ci, tdj , Cj)] ≤ negl(λ),

where PKEET.Trapdoor(ski)→ tdi and PKEET.Trapdoor(skj)→ tdj.

Remark 1 (Perfect Correctness vs. Computational Correctness). For the third
condition of Definition 2, we admit a negligible probability of test failure. It
seems natural not to allow such a failure in the correctness definition, though it
is negligible. We note that all existing PKEET schemes except for Yang et al.’s
construction 1 [19], satisfy only our relaxed computational correctness definition,
instead of the perfect correctness definition; their equality test algorithms exploit
the hashed values of some input values, which are expected to be the same, but
hash functions inherently lead to negligible errors on the results of equality tests
because of the possibility of collision on their outputs.

Security Definitions of PKEET. Now, we look into the security model of the
PKEET scheme. We consider the following two types of adversaries for the
security model of the PKEET scheme under our system model:

• Type-I adversary: We assume an adversary who has the trapdoor about
the receiver of the challenge ciphertext and want him/her not to reveal
the message contained in the challenge ciphertext.

• Type-II adversary: We assume an adversary who does not have the trap-
door about the receiver of the challenge ciphertext and want him/her not
to distinguish whether the challenge ciphertext contains which message
between two candidates.

Below we first define the OW-CCA2 security of the PKEET scheme against
Type-I adversaries.

1However, Yang et al.’s proposal allows anyone to perform equality tests and so achieves
the weak security notion (i.e., OW-CCA2 security for Type-I adversaries) only.
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Definition 3 (OW-CCA2 of PKEET with a Trapdoor). We say that a PKEET
scheme is OW-CCA2 secure against Type-I adversaries if for any PPT adver-
saries A, the advantage of A in the following game with the challenger C is
negligible in the security parameter λ:

1. Setup: C takes the security parameter λ as an input, runs PKEET.Setup(λ)
→ pp, and sends the public parameter pp to A. Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , C
runs PKEET.KeyGen(pp)→ (pki, ski) and sends all pki’s to A.

2. Phase 1: A may query the following oracles polynomially many times
adaptively and in any order. The constraint is that an index t does not
appear as an input in the Osk oracle queries.

• Osk: an oracle that on input an index i, returns ski.

• ODec: an oracle that on input an index i and a ciphertext Ci, returns
PKEET.Dec(ski, Ci) using the secret key ski.

• Otd: an oracle that on input an index i, returns PKEET.Trapdoor(ski)
→ tdi using the secret key ski.

3. Challenge: C selects a random message m ∈M for the plaintext spaceM,
runs PKEET.Enc(pkt,m)→ C∗t , and sends C∗t to A.

4. Phase 2: C responds to A’s queries as Phase 1. The constraints for A’s
queries are that

(a) the index t does not appear as an input in the Osk oracle queries;

(b) a pair of the index t and the ciphertext C∗t does not appear as an
input in the ODec oracle queries.

5. Guess: A outputs m′.

We say that the adversary A wins if m′ = m and the advantage of A in the
above game is defined to

AdvOW-CCA2
PKEET,A(λ) := Pr[A wins].

When the size of the plaintext space is polynomial in the security parameter
or the min-entropy of the message distribution is much lower than the security
parameter, an adversary who has a trapdoor information for the user t, may
perform equality tests with the challenge ciphertext by generating ciphertexts
of all messages. To prevent such trivial attacks, we assume that the size of the
plaintext space is exponential in the security parameter and the min-entropy of
the message distribution is sufficiently higher than the security parameter.

Now, we provide the definition of the IND-CCA2 security of the PKEET
scheme against Type-II adversaries below.

Definition 4 (IND-CCA2 of PKEET without a Trapdoor). We say that a
PKEET is IND-CCA2 secure against Type-II adversaries if for any PPT ad-
versaries A, the advantage of A in the following game with the challenger C is
negligible in the security parameter λ:
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1. Setup: This step is the same as that of the OW-CCA2 security game in
Definition 3.

2. Phase 1: This step is almost the same as that of the OW-CCA2 security
game in Definition 3, except that the constraint is that an index t does not
appear as an input in the Osk and Otd oracle queries.

3. Challenge: A selects messages m0,m1 ∈M of the same length and sends
C them. C selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, runs PKEET.Enc(pkt,mb) →
C∗t,b, and sends C∗t,b to A.

4. Phase 2: C responds to A’s queries as Phase 1. The constraints for A’s
queries are that

(a) the index t does not appear as an input in the Osk and Otd oracle
queries;

(b) a pair of the index t and the ciphertext C∗t,b does not appear as an

input in the ODec oracle queries.

5. Guess: A outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1}.

We say that the adversary A wins if b′ = b in the above game and the
advantage of A is defined to

AdvIND-CCA2
PKEET,A(λ) := Pr[A wins]− 1

2
.

2.2. Identity-Based Encryption with Equality Test

In this subsection, we provide some definitions of IBEET. Basic definitions
including the system model, the definition of IBEET scheme, and its OW-ID-
CCA2 security against Type-I adversaries, follow Ma’s ones [11]. Further, we
define the IND-ID-CCA2 security against Type-II adversaries for IBEET scheme
by modifying the adaptive IND-ID-CCA2 security of traditional IBE schemes.

System Model of Our IBEET. Our IBEET system model consists of users (in-
cluding a sender and a receiver), the key generation center (KGC), and the
tester (e.g., the cloud server): As traditional IBE schemes, the KGC issues a
user’s secret key according to a user’s identity to the user. The rest is almost
the same with that of our PKEET. A sender encrypts a data using a receiver’s
identity and passes it to the receiver. Then, the receiver stores it to the cloud
server and he/she can decrypt his/her ciphertexts using his/her secret key issued
by the KGC. One day, once the receiver wants to delegate the test capability
for all of his/her ciphertexts, he/she issues a trapdoor to the tester who can
access to the cloud server. Since then, the tester can perform equality test on
ciphertexts under the identity of the receiver who passed the trapdoor to the
tester.
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Definition of IBEET. We provide the formal definition of IBEET under our
system model as follows.

Definition 5. An identity-based encryption scheme with equality test (IBEET)
consists of the following PPT algorithms IBEET = (IBEET.Setup, IBEET.Extract,
IBEET.Enc, IBEET.Dec, IBEET.Trapdoor, IBEET.Test):

• IBEET.Setup(λ): It takes a security parameter λ as an input and returns
a public parameter pp and a master secret key msk.

• IBEET.Extract(pp,msk, ID): It takes the public parameter pp, the master
secret key msk, and an identity ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ as inputs, and outputs a user
ID’s secret key dID.

• IBEET.Enc(pp, ID,m): It takes the public parameter pp, an identity ID ∈
{0, 1}∗, and a message m as inputs, and outputs a ciphertext C.

• IBEET.Dec(pp, dID, C): It takes the public parameter pp, a user ID’s secret
key dID, and a ciphertext C as inputs, and outputs a message m′.

• IBEET.Trapdoor(dID): It takes a user ID’s secret key dID as an input and
outputs a trapdoor tdID for user ID’s ciphertexts.

• IBEET.Test(tdIDi , CIDi , tdIDj , CIDj ): It takes a user IDi’s ciphertext with
the trapdoor tdIDi

and a user IDj’s ciphertext with the trapdoor tdIDj
as

inputs. Then, it outputs 0 or 1.

Remark 2. We note that a traditional IBE scheme consists of the first four
algorithms in Definition 5: the setup algorithm, the key extraction algorithm,
the encryption algorithm, and the decryption algorithm.

Now, we define the correctness of the IBEET scheme below.

Definition 6 (Correctness of the IBEET scheme). We say an IBEET scheme
is correct if for any security parameter λ, all IBEET.Setup(λ) → (pp,msk),
IBEET.Extract(pp,msk, IDi) → dIDi , and IBEET.Extract(pp,msk, IDj) → dIDj ,
the following conditions are satisfied:

1. For any message m ∈ M, IBEET.Dec(pp, dIDi
, IBEET.Enc(pp, IDi,m)) =

m always holds.

2. For any ciphertexts Ci and Cj, if IBEET.Dec(pp, dIDi
, Ci) = IBEET.Dec(pp,

dIDj
, Cj) 6=⊥,

Pr[IBEET.Test(tdIDi
, CIDi

, tdIDj
, CIDj

)] = 1,

where IBEET.Trapdoor(dIDi
)→ tdIDi

and IBEET.Trapdoor(dIDj
)→ tdIDj

.

3. For any ciphertexts Ci and Cj, if IBEET.Dec(pp, dIDi
, Ci) 6= IBEET.Dec(pp,

dIDj
, Cj),

Pr[IBEET.Test(tdIDi
, CIDi

, tdIDj
, CIDj

)] ≤ negl(λ),

where IBEET.Trapdoor(dIDi
)→ tdIDi

and IBEET.Trapdoor(dIDj
)→ tdIDj

.
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Security Definitions of IBEET. As the security definitions of PKEET, we con-
sider two types of adversaries, Type-I adversaries who have the trapdoor and
Type-II adversaries who do not have that information. We first define the OW-
ID-CCA2 security of the IBEET scheme against Type-I adversaries.

Definition 7 (OW-ID-CCA2 of IBEET with a Trapdoor). We say that a IBEET
scheme is OW-ID-CCA2 secure against Type-I adversaries if for any PPT ad-
versaries A, the advantage of A in the following game with the challenger C is
negligible in the security parameter λ:

1. Setup: C takes a security parameter λ as an input, runs IBEET.Setup(λ)
→ (pp,msk). C sends the public parameter pp to A and keeps the master
secret key msk private.

2. Phase 1: A may query the following oracles polynomially many times
and in any order:

• OExt: an oracle that on input an identity ID, returns dID.

• ODec: an oracle that on input an identity ID and a ciphertext C, runs
IBEET.Dec(pp, dID, C)→ m′ and outputs m′.

• Otd: an oracle that on input an identity ID, runs IBEET.Trapdoor(dID)
→ tdID and outputs tdID.

3. Challenge: A submits an identity ID∗ which was not queried to the OExt

oracle in Step 2. C selects a random message m, runs IBEET.Enc(pp, ID∗,m)
→ C∗ID∗ , and sends C∗ID∗ to A.

4. Phase 2: C responds to A’s queries as Phase 1. The constraints for A’s
queries are that

(a) the identity ID∗ does not appear as an input in the OExt oracle queries,

(b) a pair of the identity ID∗ and the ciphertext C∗ID∗ does not appear as
an input in the ODec oracle queries.

5. Guess: A outputs m′.

We say that the adversary A wins if m′ = m and the advantage of A in the
above game is defined to

AdvOW-ID-CCA2
IBEET,A (λ) := Pr[A wins].

Now, we provide the definition of the IND-ID-CCA2 security of the IBEET
scheme against Type-II adversaries by modifying the adaptive IND-ID-CCA2 se-
curity of traditional IBE schemes.

Definition 8 (IND-ID-CCA2 of IBEET without a Trapdoor). We say that a
IBEET scheme is IND-ID-CCA2 secure against Type-II adversaries if for any
PPT adversaries A, the advantage of A in the following game with the chal-
lenger C is negligible in the security parameter λ:
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1. Setup: This step is the same as that of the OW-ID-CCA2 security game
in Definition 7.

2. Phase 1: This step is the same as that of the OW-ID-CCA2 security game
in Definition 7.

3. Challenge: The adversary selects an identity ID∗, which was never queried
to the OExt and Otd oracles in Step 2, and two messages m0,m1 of the
same length and sends C them. C selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, runs
IBEET.Enc(pp, ID∗,mb)→ C∗ID∗,b, and sends C∗ID∗,b to A.

4. Phase 2: C responds to A’s queries as Phase 1. The constraints for A’s
queries are that

(a) the identity ID∗ does not appear as an input in the OExt and Otd

oracle queries;

(b) a pair of the identity ID∗ and the ciphertext C∗ID∗,b does not appear

as an input in the ODec oracle queries.

5. Guess: A outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1}.
We say that the advesary wins if b = b′ in the above game and the advantage of
A is defined to

AdvIND-ID-CCA2
IBEET,A (λ) := Pr[A wins]− 1

2
.

2.3. Cryptographic Assumptions
Now, we introduce two well-known cryptographic assumptions, the CDH

assumption and the BDH assumption. We will use them to prove the security
of our PKEET and IBEET schemes, respectively.

Definition 9 (CDH Problem and Assumption). Let G be a cyclic group of
order p = p(λ) with a generator g for a security parameter λ. The Computa-
tional Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem is defined as follows: Given (g, gx, gy) for
randomly chosen x, y ∈ Z∗p, a PPT algorithm A finds the value gxy with the
advantage

AdvCDH
G,A (λ) := Pr[A(g, gx, gy) = gxy].

We say that the CDH assumption on G holds if for any PPT algorithm A, the
advantage of A is negligible in the security parameter λ.

Definition 10 (BDH Problem and Assumption). Let G and GT be groups of
order p = p(λ) for a security parameter λ. Let e : G × G → GT be a bilinear
map and g be a generator of G. The Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) problem
is defined as follows: Given (g, gx, gy, gz) for randomly chosen x, y, z ∈ Z∗p, a
PPT algorithm A finds the value e(g, g)xyz with the advantage

AdvBDH
G,GT ,A(λ) := Pr[A(g, gx, gy, gz) = e(g, g)xyz].

We say that the BDH assumption on (G,GT , e) holds if for any PPT algorithm
A, the advantage of A is negligible in the security parameter λ.
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3. Our Semi-Generic Construction of PKE with Equality Test

In this section, we provide a semi-generic PKEET construction that exploits
traditional PKE schemes. Subsequently, we interpret Tang’s all-or-nothing
PKEET scheme, which coincides with our system model, in the view of our
semi-generic construction.

3.1. Our Construction

Now, we provide our semi-generic PKEET construction by exploiting two
traditional PKE schemes, PKE1 = (PKE1.KeyGen,PKE1.Enc,PKE1.Dec) and
PKE2 = (PKE2.KeyGen,PKE2.Enc,PKE2.Dec). The description is as follows:

• PKEET.Setup(λ): It takes a security parameter λ as an input. Let G be a
cyclic group of prime order p = p(λ) and g be a generator of a group G.
Let H1 : {0, 1}`1 → {0, 1}`2 and H2 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}`3 be cryptographic
hash functions for integers `1 = `1(λ), `2 = `2(λ), and `3 = `3(λ). It
outputs a public parameter pp = (G, g,H1,H2).

We remark that the plaintext space of our construction is {0, 1}`1 . We
assume that the plaintext spaces of PKE1 and PKE2 include {0, 1}`1+`
and {0, 1}`2+`, respectively, where elements of G are represented in ` bits.

• PKEET.KeyGen(pp): It takes the public parameter pp as an input. Then, it
performs PKE1.KeyGen(λ)→ (pk1, sk1) and PKE2.KeyGen(λ)→ (pk2, sk2).
It selects a random element x from Z∗p and computes X = gx. It outputs
a public key pk = (pp, pk1, pk2, X) and a secret key sk = (pp, sk1, sk2, x).

• PKEET.Enc(pk,m): It takes the public key pk = (pp, pk1, pk2, X) and a
message m ∈ {0, 1}`1 as inputs and performs as follows:

1. Select a random element r from Z∗p.

2. Run PKE1.Enc(pk1,m‖gr) → C1 and PKE2.Enc(pk2,H1(m)‖gr) →
C2.

3. Compute C3 = H2(C1,C2, X
r).

4. Output C = (C1,C2,C3).

• PKEET.Dec(sk, C): It takes the secret key sk = (pp, sk1, sk2, x) and a
ciphertext C = (C1,C2,C3) as inputs and performs as follows:

1. Run PKE1.Dec(sk1,C1)→ m′‖R′ and PKE2.Dec(sk2,C2)→ h′‖R′′.
2. Check whether h′ = H1(m′), R′ = R′′, and C3 = H2(C1,C2, (R

′)x).

3. If all of them hold, output m′. Otherwise, output ⊥.

We denote a public key and a secret key of a user i by pki = (pp, pki,1, pki,2, Xi)
and ski = (pp, ski,1, ski,2, xi), respectively. Ci = (Ci,1,Ci,2,Ci,3) denotes a
user i’s ciphertext.
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• PKEET.Trapdoor(ski): It takes the secret key ski = (pp, ski,1, ski,2, xi) as
an input and outputs tdi = ski,2.

• PKEET.Test(tdi, Ci, tdj , Cj): It takes a user i’s ciphertext Ci = (Ci,1,Ci,2,
Ci,3) with his/her trapdoor tdi = ski,2 and a user j’s ciphertext Cj =
(Cj,1,Cj,2,Cj,3) with his/her trapdoor tdj = skj,2 as inputs. Then, it
performs as follows:

1. Run PKE2.Dec(tdi,Ci,2)→ h′i‖R′′i and PKE2.Dec(tdj ,Cj,2)→ h′j‖R′′j .

2. Check whether h′i = h′j . If it holds, output 1. Otherwise, output 0.

Correctness. The following theorem demonstrates the correctness of our con-
struction.

Theorem 1. Our construction in Section 3.1 is correct according to Definition 2
under assuming that the exploited PKE1 and PKE2 schemes are correct and H1

is a collision-resistant hash function.

Proof. Let Ci = (Ci,1,Ci,2,Ci,3) be a valid ciphertext generated by running
PKEET.Enc(pki,mi) where pki is a user i’s public key. Because PKE1 and
PKE2 are correct, PKE1.Dec(ski,1,Ci,1) → mi‖gr and PKE2.Dec(ski,2,Ci,2) →
H1(mi)‖gr for some r ∈ Z∗p. Furthermore, sinceXr = (gr)x,H2(Ci,1,Ci,2, (g

r)x)
is the same as Ci,3 = H2(Ci,1,Ci,2, X

r). Hence, the first condition for the
correctness holds.

Let pkj be a user j’s public key and Cj = (Cj,1,Cj,2,Cj,3) be a valid ci-
phertext obtained by running PKEET.Enc(pkj ,mj). For the PKEET.Test algo-
rithm, when the trapdoors tdi and tdj for users i and j are given, if mi =
mj , then the algorithm outputs 1 because PKE2.Dec(tdi,Ci,2) → H1(mi)‖Ri,
PKE2.Dec(tdj ,Cj,2)→ H1(mj)‖Rj , and H1(mi) = H1(mj). Otherwise, H1(mi)
is different from H1(mj) with overwhelming probability since H1 is a collision-
resistant function. Hence, both the second and third conditions for the correct-
ness hold.

Remark 3. We have provided a description of our semi-generic construction by
exploiting two PKE schemes, PKE1 and PKE2. On the other hand, according to
our security analysis in the next section, our proposed construction satisfies the
requirements for PKEET if both PKE1 and PKE2 are IND-CCA2 secure. Hence,
we may employ the same PKE scheme for PKE1 and PKE2 if the exploited PKE
scheme is IND-CCA2 secure. We note that in that case, the size of the system
parameter pp could be slightly reduced up to a small constant factor, but the
complexity of all algorithms in our construction will not be reduced.

3.2. Interpretation of Tang’s PKEET Scheme as Our Semi-Generic Construc-
tion

Now, we attempt to interpret Tang’s all-or-nothing PKEET scheme [18],
which coincides with our PKEET system model. The encryption algorithm of
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his construction is

C = PKEET.Enc(pk,m) = (c1, c2, c3, c4, c5)

= (gu, gv, H3((gx)u)⊕m‖u, gH4((g
y)v)+m, H2(c1‖c2‖c3‖c4‖m‖u)),

where g is a generator of a cyclic group G of prime order p, (gx, gy) is a public
key, u and v are randomly chosen elements from Z∗p by the encryption algorithm,
and H2, H3, and H4 are cryptographic hash functions. Here, (x, y) is a secret
key and y is a trapdoor issued to the tester for equality test. Then, the tester
can check the equality by obtaining gm using y by computing c4/g

H4(c
y
2).

We can regard his algorithm as

C1 = PKE1(pk1,m) = (c1, c3) = (gu,H3((gx)u)⊕m‖u),

C2 = PKE2(pk2, g
m) = (c2, c4) = (gv, gH4((g

y)v) · gm),

C3 = c5 = H2(c1‖c2‖c3‖c4‖m‖u),

where pk1 = gx and pk2 = gy. Once we define a hash function H1(m) by gm,
C2 can be regarded as PKE2(pk2,H1(m)) and it is very similar to ours. The
only main difference between them is that his scheme prevents the attack by
inserting m and u to the inputs of the hash function H2, whereas ours relies on
the CDH assumption by inserting the CDH instance in the encryption phase.

4. Security Analysis of Our PKEET Construction

In this section, we demonstrate that our PKEET construction is OW-CCA2 se-
cure against PPT Type-I adversaries and IND-CCA2 secure against PPT Type-II
adversaries.

4.1. OW-CCA2 Security against Type-I Adversaries

We first look into the OW-CCA2 security of our construction against Type-I
adversaries.

Theorem 2. Our construction in Section 3.1 is OW-CCA2 secure against PPT
Type-I adversaries, under assuming that the exploited encryption scheme PKE1
is IND-CCA2 secure, the CDH assumption on G holds, and H1 and H2 are
modelled as random oracles.

Proof. Let A be a PPT Type-I adversary who breaks the OW-CCA2 security of
our construction with advantage εA. Then, we can construct a PPT algorithm B
who breaks the IND-CCA2 security of the PKE1 scheme using A as follows:

1. On receiving a public key pk∗ from the challenger C of the IND-CCA2 se-
curity game of the PKE1 scheme, B performs as follows:

(a) Run PKE1.KeyGen(λ) → (pki,1, ski,1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , i 6= t, and set
pkt,1 = pk∗.

(b) Run PKE2.KeyGen(λ)→ (pki,2, ski,2) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
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(c) Generate a cyclic group G of prime order p with a generator g. Select
a random element xi from Z∗p and compute Xi = gxi for 1 ≤ i ≤ N .

(d) Send all pki = (pp, pki,1, pki,2, Xi)’s for 1 ≤ i ≤ N to A.

2. For A’s oracle queries, B responds as follows:

• OH1 query: On input m, it returns h1 if (m,h1) has previously been
stored in the hash list LH1 , which was originally initiated as an empty
set. Otherwise, it randomly selects h1 from {0, 1}`2 , adds (m,h1) to
the hash list LH1 , and returns h1.

• OH2 query: On input (C1,C2, R), it returns h2 if (C1,C2, R, h2) has
previously been stored in the hash list LH2 , which was originally
initiated as an empty set. Otherwise, it randomly selects h2 from
{0, 1}`3 , adds (C1,C2, R, h2) to the hash list LH2 , and returns h2.

• Osk query: On input i 6= t, it outputs ski = (pp, ski,1, ski,2, xi).

• Otd query: On input i, it runs PKEET.Trapdoor(ski) → tdi and re-
turns tdi. We note that because B knows skt,2, it can respond to
queries on an input t without the whole secret key skt.

• ODec query: On input a pair of an index and a ciphertext (i, Ci) for
Ci = (Ci,1,Ci,2,Ci,3),

– if i 6= t, it runs PKEET.Dec(ski, Ci)→ m′ and returns m′;

– otherwise, B queries Ct,1 to the decryption oracle of the IND-
CCA2 security game of the PKE1 scheme. Once returning m′‖R′,
B runs PKE2.Dec(skt,2,Ct,2) → h′‖R′′ and checks whether h′ =
H1(m′), R′ = R′′, and Ct,3 = H2(Ct,1,Ct,2, (R

′)xt). If all of them
hold, it returns m′. Otherwise, it returns ⊥.

3. B selects two random messages m0,m1 from {0, 1}`1 and r from Z∗p, and
sends m0‖gr, m1‖gr to C. Then, C may select a random bit β ∈ {0, 1},
run

PKE1.Enc(pkt,1,mβ‖gr)→ C∗t,1,

and send it to B.

4. Once B receives the challenge ciphertext C∗t,1, he selects a random element

h′1 ∈ {0, 1}`2 , runs

PKE2.Enc(pkt,2, h
′
1‖gr)→ C∗t,2,

and C∗t,3 = H2(C∗t,1,C
∗
t,2, X

r
t ). B sends C∗t = (C∗t,1,C

∗
t,2,C

∗
t,3) to A as a

challenge ciphertext.

5. B responds to A’s oracle queries as the same as in Step 2, except for
the decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of form (C∗t,1,Ct,2,Ct,3). For
the decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of form (C∗t,1,Ct,2,Ct,3), B
outputs ⊥.
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6. A outputs m′. If m′ = mb for b = 0, 1, B outputs β′ = b. Otherwise, it
outputs a random bit β′ ∈ {0, 1}.

Let us evaluate the advantage of B. First, we note that the simulation of B
may fail in the following two cases:

• Let F1 be the event that a ciphertext (C∗t,1,Ct,2,Ct,3) queried to the de-
cryption oracle in Step 5, is valid. In this case, we assume that the de-
cryption oracle returns ⊥ in the above simulation. However, in case when
PKE2.Enc(pkt,2, h̄1‖gr) → Ct,2 and Ct,3 = H2(C∗t,1,Ct,2, X

r
t ) for some

h̄1 ∈ {0, 1}`2 , this ciphertext becomes valid. To generate such a ciphertext,
the adversary A must query to the oracle OH2 on an input (C∗t,1,Ct,2, X

r
t ).

Here, we can assume that if the adversary detects such a wrong simulation,
then he can solve the CDH problem on the instance (g, gr, gxt), because he
generates Xr

t = (gxt)r with only (g, gr, gxt). However, because we assume
that the CDH assumption on G holds, Pr[F1] ≤ AdvCDH

A,G is negligible in
the security parameter.

• Let F2 be the event that m0 or m1 are queried to the oracle OH1 . If m0

or m1 are queried and the outputs of the oracle queries on m0 or m1 are
not h′1, then the challenge ciphertext for the adversary A may be invalid.
Since both m0 and m1 are completely hidden from the viewpoint of A,
the probability that F2 occurs is

Pr[F2] = 1−
(

2`1 − 2

qH1

)/(2`1

qH1

)
= 1−

(
1− qH1

2`1

)(
1− qH1

2`1 − 1

)
≤ 2qH1

2`1 − 1
,

where qH1 is the number of different inputs to be queried to the OH1 ora-
cle. Whereas the size of the plaintext space is exponential in the security
parameter, qH1

is polynomial in the security parameter, and hence Pr[F2]
is negligible in the security parameter.

We denote the event that F1 or F2 occur by F , i.e., F = F1 ∨ F2. In the
above simulation, B outputs β′ = β in the following two cases:

• EA,1: the event that A correctly outputs mβ . In this case, B correctly
answers with probability 1. If the event F does not occur, then our sim-
ulation is correct and the event EA,1 directly implies the success of A, so
that we can utilize A for our purpose. However, if the event F occurs,
then we cannot expect the adversarial behaviour from our simulation, but
in that case the adversarial success probability is bounded by 1 at most.
Therefore, we have the following bound for the adversarial success proba-
bility εA.

Pr[EA,1 ∧ ¬F ] ≤ εA ≤ Pr[EA,1 ∧ ¬F ] + Pr[F ] (1)

• EA,2: the event that A outputs neither mβ nor m1−β . In this case, B
correctly answers with probability 1

2 . With the similar argument to the
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above, we have the following bound for probability 1− εA − 1
2`1

, which is
that A outputs neither mβ nor m1−β , not in the simulation, but in the
real game.

Pr[EA,2 ∧ ¬F ] ≤ 1− εA −
1

2`1
≤ Pr[EA,2 ∧ ¬F ] + Pr[F ] (2)

Hence,

AdvIND-CCA2
B = Pr[β = β′]− 1

2

≥ Pr[β = β′ ∧ ¬F ]− 1

2

= 1 · Pr[EA,1 ∧ ¬F ] +
1

2
· Pr[EA,2 ∧ ¬F ]− 1

2

≥ εA − Pr[F ] +
1

2

(
1− εA −

1

2`1
− Pr[F ]

)
− 1

2

=
1

2
+
εA
2
− 1

2`1+1
− 3

2
Pr[F ]− 1

2

≥ 1

2
+
εA
2
− 1

2`1+1
− 3

2
(AdvCDH

A,G +
2qH1

2`1 − 1
)− 1

2

=
εA
2
− 3

2
AdvCDH

A,G − negl(λ) (3)

and therefore

εA = AdvOW-CCA2
OURS

≤ 2AdvIND-CCA2
PKE1 + 3AdvCDH

G + negl(λ).

Since we assume that the PKE1 scheme is IND-CCA2 secure and the CDH as-
sumption on G holds, our construction is OW-CCA2 secure.

4.2. IND-CCA2 Security against Type-II Adversaries

Now, we look into the IND-CCA2 security of our construction against Type-II
adversaries.

Theorem 3. Our construction in Section 3.1 is IND-CCA2 secure against PPT
Type-II adversaries under assuming that the exploited encryption schemes PKE1
and PKE2 are IND-CCA2 secure, the CDH assumption on G holds, and H1 and
H2 are modelled as random oracles.

Proof. We first define an original IND-CCA2 security game of our construction
and its modification. Then, we will demonstrate that the advantages of any PPT
adversaries of those games are negligible in the security parameter by showing
that the sum and difference of the advantages of adversaries of those games are
negligible in the security parameter.

Game 0. This game is the same as the original IND-CCA2 security game in
Definition 4.
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1. The challenger C takes a security parameter λ as an input, runs PKEET.Setup(λ)
→ pp, and sends the public parameter pp to the adversary A. Then, he
runs PKEET.KeyGen(pp)→ (pki, ski) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N and sends all pki’s to
the adversary A.

2. For A’s queries to the oracles OH1 , OH2 , Osk, and Otd, C responds as B in
Step 2 of the security game in the proof of Theorem 2. We note that the
trapdoor query to the oracle Otd on input t is not allowed in this game.
For queries to the oracle ODec, C responds as follows:

• ODec query: On input a ciphertext Ci = (Ci,1,Ci,2,Ci,3) under the
public key pki, it runs PKEET.Dec(ski, Ci)→ m′ and returns m′.

3. A selects two messages m0,m1 ∈ {0, 1}`1 and sends C them. C selects a
random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, runs PKEET.Enc(pkt,mb) → C∗t,b = (C∗t,b,1,C

∗
t,b,2,

C∗t,b,3) and sends C∗t,b to A.

4. For A’s oracle queries, C responds as in Step 2. The constraints are that

(a) the index t does not appear as an input in the Osk and Otd oracle
queries;

(b) a pair of the index t and the ciphertext C∗t,b does not appear as an

input in the ODec oracle queries.

5. A outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1}.

Game 1. This game is almost the same as Game 0, except for the challenge
ciphertext. In the challenge phase, once C receives two messages m0,m1 from
A, C selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, and generates a challenge ciphertext as the
followings:

1. Select a random element r from Z∗p.

2. Run PKE1.Enc(pkt,1,mb‖gr)→ C∗t,b,1.

3. Run PKE2.Enc(pkt,2,H1(m1−b)‖gr)→ C∗t,1−b,2.

4. Compute C∗t,b,3 = H2(C∗t,b,1,C
∗
t,1−b,2, X

r
t ).

and send C∗t,b = (C∗t,b,1,C
∗
t,1−b,2,C

∗
t,b,3) to A.

Let εi be the advantage of A in Game i, i.e., εi = Pr[A outputs b] − 1
2 .

We remark that the probability ε1 is related to the event that the adversary A
in Game 1 outputs the index b of the first component C∗t,b,1 of the challenge
ciphertext C∗t,b, not the second component C∗t,1−b,2.

The following lemmas will demonstrate that ε0 +ε1 and ε0−ε1 are negligible
in the security parameter under assuming that the exploited PKE1 and PKE2
schemes are IND-CCA2 secure, respectively, the CDH assumption on G holds,
and H1 and H2 are modelled as random oracles. As a result, we conclude that
the advantage ε0 of any adversaries in the original security game Game 0, is
negligible in the security parameter.
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Lemma 1. Assuming that the employed PKE1 is IND-CCA2 secure, the CDH
assumption on G holds, and H1 and H2 are modelled as random oracles, ε0 + ε1
is negligible in the security parameter.

Proof. Let A1 be a PPT adversary who breaks the IND-CCA2 security of our
construction. Then, we can construct a PPT algorithm B1 who breaks the
IND-CCA2 security of the PKE1 scheme using A1 as follows:

1. On receiving a public key pk∗ from the challenger C1 of the IND-CCA2 se-
curity game of the PKE1 scheme, B1 runs as B in the proof of Theorem 2.

2. For A1’s queries to the oracles, B1 responds as B in the proof of Theorem 2
with decryption oracle queries of C1 if needed. The only difference between
this step and that of the proof of Theorem 2 is that t does not appear as
an input in the Otd oracle queries in this game.

3. On receiving two messages m0,m1 ∈ {0, 1}`1 from A1, B1 randomly selects
r from Z∗p and forwards m0‖gr and m1‖gr to C1. Then, C1 may select a
random bit β ∈ {0, 1}, run PKE1.Enc(pk∗,mβ‖gr) → C∗β , and send C∗β to
B1.

4. On receiving C∗β from C1, B1 selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, sets C∗t,b,1 =
C∗β , runs PKE2.Enc(pkt,2,H1(mb)‖gr) → C∗t,b,2, and computes C∗t,b,3 =
H2(C∗t,b,1,C

∗
t,b,2, X

r
t ). Then, B1 returns C∗t,b = (C∗t,b,1,C

∗
t,b,2,C

∗
t,b,3) to A1.

5. B1 responds to A1’s oracle queries as in Step 2 of this game, except for
the decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of the form (C∗t,1,Ct,2,Ct,3).
For the decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of form (C∗t,1,Ct,2,Ct,3),
it outputs ⊥.

6. On receiving A1’s output b′, B1 outputs β′ = b′.

We note that the above simulation may fail when the event F1 defined in
the proof of Theorem 2 occurs. As the analysis in the proof of Theorem 2,
Pr[F1] ≤ AdvCDH

A1,G and it is negligible in the security parameter because we
assume that the CDH assumption on G holds.

Now, let us evaluate the advantage of B1. Because b is randomly chosen by
B1, Pr[β = b] = Pr[β 6= b] = 1

2 . Further, if B1 correctly guesses β, i.e., β = b,
then the challenge ciphertext C∗t for A1 has the form of

C∗t,b = (C∗t,b,1,C
∗
t,b,2,C

∗
t,b,3)

= (PKE1.Enc(pk∗,mβ‖gr),PKE2.Enc(pkt,2,H1(mβ)‖gr),C∗t,b,3),

which has the same form of the challenge ciphertext in Game 0. Hence, when
A1 correctly answers so that b′ = b, B′ outputs the correct answer β′ = b′ =
b = β.

If B1 does not correctly guess β, i.e., β 6= b, then the challenge ciphertext
C∗t has the form of

C∗t,b = (C∗t,b,1,C
∗
t,b,2,C

∗
t,b,3)

= (PKE1.Enc(pk∗,mβ‖gr),PKE2.Enc(pkt,2,H1(m1−β)‖gr),C∗t,b,3),
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which has the same form of the challenge ciphertext in Game 1. Hence, when
A1 outputs the index related to the first component of the challenge ciphertext
in Game 1, β′ is the same as β. Hence,

AdvIND-CCA2
PKE1,B1

= Pr[β = β′]− 1

2

≥ Pr[β = β′|¬F1] Pr[¬F1]− 1

2

=
(

Pr[A outputs β in Game 0|¬F1 ∧ β = b] Pr[β = b]

+ Pr[A outputs β in Game 1|¬F1 ∧ β 6= b] Pr[β 6= b]
)

Pr[¬F1]− 1

2

≥
((1

2
+ ε0 − Pr[F1]

)1

2
+

(1

2
+ ε1 − Pr[F1]

)1

2

)
(1− Pr[F1])− 1

2

≥
(

1−AdvCDH
A1,G

)ε0 + ε1
2

−
3AdvCDH

A1,G

2
+ negl(λ). (4)

Since the PKE1 scheme is IND-CCA2 secure, the advantage of B1 is negligible
in the security parameter. Therefore, ε0 + ε1 is also negligible in the security
parameter.

Lemma 2. Assuming that the exploited PKE2 is IND-CCA2 secure, the CDH
assumption on G holds, and H1 and H2 are modelled as random oracles, ε0− ε1
is negligible in the security parameter.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 1. Let A2 be
a PPT adversary who breaks the IND-CCA2 security of our construction. Then,
we can construct a PPT algorithm B2 who breaks the IND-CCA2 security of the
PKE2 scheme using A2 as follows:

1. On receiving a public key pk∗ from the challenger C2 of the IND-CCA2 se-
curity game of the PKE2 scheme, B2 performs as follows:

(a) Run PKE1.KeyGen(λ)→ (pki,1, ski,1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N .

(b) Run PKE2.KeyGen(λ) → (pki,2, ski,2) for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , i 6= t, and set
pkt,2 = pk∗.

(c) Generate a cyclic group G of prime order p with a generator g. Select
a random element xi from Z∗p and compute Xi = gxi for 1 ≤ i ≤ N .

(d) Send all pki = (pp, pki,1, pki,2, Xi)’s for 1 ≤ i ≤ N to A.

2. For A2’s queries to the oracles OH1 , OH2 , Osk, and Otd, B2 responds as
B1 in Step 2 of Lemma 1. For queries to ODec, B2 responds as follows:

• ODec query: On input a pair of an index and a ciphertext (i, Ci) for
Ci = (Ci,1,Ci,2,Ci,3),

– if i 6= t, it runs PKEET.Dec(ski, Ci)→ m′ and returns m′;
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– otherwise, B2 queries Ct,2 to the decryption oracle of the IND-
CCA2 security game of the PKE2 scheme. Once returning h′‖R′′,
B2 runs PKE1.Dec(skt,1,Ct,1)→ m′‖R′ and checks whether h′ =
H1(m′), R′ = R′′, and Ct,3 = H2(Ct,1,Ct,2, (R

′)xt). If all of them
hold, it returns m′ to A2. Otherwise, it returns ⊥.

3. On receiving two messages m0,m1 ∈ {0, 1}`1 from A2, B2 randomly selects
r from Z∗p and forwardsH1(m0)‖gr, H1(m1)‖gr to C2. Then, C2 may select
a random bit β ∈ {0, 1}, run PKE2.Enc(pk∗,H1(mβ)‖gr)→ C∗β , and send
C∗β to B2.

4. On receiving C∗β from C2, B2 selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, sets C∗t,b,2 =
C∗β , runs PKE1.Enc(pkt,1,mb‖gr)→ C∗t,b,1, and computes C∗t,b,3 = H2(C∗t,b,1,
C∗t,b,2, X

r
t ). Then, B2 returns C∗t,b = (C∗t,b,1,C

∗
t,b,2,C

∗
t,b,3) to A2.

5. B2 responds to A2’s oracle queries as in Step 2 of this game, except for
the decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of the form (Ct,1,C

∗
t,2,Ct,3).

For the decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of form (Ct,1,C
∗
t,2,Ct,3),

it outputs ⊥.

6. On receiving A2’s output b′, B2 outputs β′ = b′.

As the similar reason in the proof of Lemma 1, the above simulation may
fail when the event F1 defined in the proof of Theorem 2 occurs and Pr[F1] ≤
AdvCDH

A2,G.

Because b is randomly chosen by B2, Pr[β = b] = Pr[β 6= b] = 1
2 . Further, if

B2 correctly guesses β, i.e., β = b, then the challenge ciphertext C∗t for A2 has
the form of

C∗t,b = (C∗t,b,1,C
∗
t,b,2,C

∗
t,b,3)

= (PKE1.Enc(pk∗,mβ‖gr),PKE2.Enc(pkt,2,H1(mβ)‖gr),C∗t,b,3),

which has the same form of the challenge ciphertext in Game 0. Hence, when
A1 correctly answers so that b′ = b, B′ outputs the correct answer β′ = b′ =
b = β.

If B2 does not correctly guess β, i.e., β 6= b, then the challenge ciphertext C∗t
has the form of

C∗t,b = (C∗t,b,1,C
∗
t,b,2,C

∗
t,b,3)

= (PKE1.Enc(pk∗,m1−β‖gr),PKE2.Enc(pkt,2,H1(mβ)‖gr),C∗t,b,3),

which has the same form of the challenge ciphertext in Game 1. Hence, when
A1 outputs the index related to the second component of the challenge cipher-
text in Game 1, β′ is the same as β. The probability of such the event is 1

2 − ε1
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because we define ε1 by Pr[A outputs 1− β]− 1
2 . Hence,

AdvIND-CCA2
PKE2,B2

= Pr[β = β′]− 1

2

≥ Pr[β = β′|¬F1] Pr[¬F1]− 1

2

=
(

Pr[A outputs β in Game 0|¬F1 ∧ β = b] Pr[β = b]

+ Pr[A outputs β in Game 1|¬F1 ∧ β 6= b] Pr[β 6= b]
)

Pr[¬F1]− 1

2

≥
((1

2
+ ε0 − Pr[F1]

)1

2
+

(1

2
− ε1 − Pr[F1]

)1

2

)
(1− Pr[F1])− 1

2

≥
(

1−AdvCDH
A2,G

)ε0 − ε1
2

−
3AdvCDH

A2,G

2
+ negl(λ). (5)

Since we assume that the PKE2 scheme is IND-CCA2 secure, the advantage of
B2 is negligible in the security parameter. Therefore, ε0 − ε1 is also negligible
in the security parameter.

From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, both ε0 + ε1 and ε0 − ε1 are negligible in the
security parameter. Hence, ε0 should be negligible in the security parameter.
More precisely, from the relations (4) and (5),

ε0 = AdvIND-CCA2
OURS

≤
( 1

1−AdvCDH
G

)(
AdvIND-CCA2

PKE1 + AdvIND-CCA2
PKE2 + 3AdvCDH

G

)
+ negl(λ).

Since we assume that the exploited PKE1 and PKE2 schemes are IND-CCA2 se-
cure and the CDH assumption on G holds, our construction is IND-CCA2 se-
cure.

5. Our Semi-Generic Construction of IBE with Equality Test

In this section, we present our semi-generic IBEET construction that ex-
ploits traditional IBE schemes. Then, we show that our construction is OW-ID-
CCA2 secure against Type-I adversaries and IND-ID-CCA2 secure against Type-
II adversaries in the random oracle model. Finally, we provide a comparison of
our construction with the existing IBEET scheme and IBEKS scheme.

5.1. Our Semi-Generic IBEET Construction

Now, we provide our semi-generic IBEET construction by exploiting two
traditional IBE schemes, IBE1 = (IBE1.Setup, IBE1.Extract, IBE1.Enc, IBE1.Dec)
and IBE2 = (IBE2.Setup, IBE2.Extract, IBE2.Enc, IBE2.Dec). We note that one
may employ the same IBE scheme for IBE1 and IBE2 as in our PKEET con-
structions. The description is as follows:
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• IBEET.Setup(λ): It takes a security parameter λ as an input and runs
IBE1.Setup(λ) → (pp1,msk1) and IBE2.Setup(λ) → (pp2,msk2). Let G
and GT be cyclic groups of prime order p = p(λ). Let e : G×G→ GT be
a bilinear map and g be a generator of the group G. It randomly selects a
random element s from Z∗p and set g1 = gs. Let H1 : {0, 1}`1 → {0, 1}`2 ,

H2 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}`3 , and H3 : {0, 1}∗ → G be cryptographic hash
functions for integers `1 = `1(λ), `2 = `2(λ), and `3 = `3(λ). It outputs a
public parameter pp and a master secret key msk,

pp = (pp1, pp2,G,GT , e, g, g1,H1,H2,H3),

msk = (msk1,msk2, s).

• IBEET.Extract(pp,msk, ID): It takes the public parameter pp, the master
secret key msk, and an identity ID ∈ {0, 1}∗ as inputs, and performs as
follows:

1. Run IBE1.Extract(pp1,msk1, ID)→ dID,1.

2. Run IBE2.Extract(pp2,msk2, ID)→ dID,2.

3. Compute dID,3 = hsID where hID = H3(ID).

4. Output dID = (dID,1, dID,2, dID,3).

• IBEET.Enc(pp, ID,m): It takes the public parameter pp, an identity ID,
and a message m ∈ {0, 1}`1 as inputs, and performs as follows:

1. Select a random element r from Z∗p.
2. Run IBE1.Enc(pp1, ID,m‖gr)→ C1.

3. Run IBE2.Enc(pp2, ID,H1(m)‖gr)→ C2.

4. Compute C3 = H2(C1,C2, e(hID, g1)r) and output C = (C1,C2,C3).

• IBEET.Dec(pp, dID, C): It takes the public parameter pp, the secret key
dID = (dID,1, dID,2, dID,3) of the identity ID, and a ciphertext C = (C1,C2,C3)
as inputs, and performs as follow:

1. Run IBE1.Dec(pp1, dID,1,C1)→ m′‖R′.
2. Run IBE2.Dec(pp2, dID,2,C2)→ h′‖R′′.
3. Check whether h′ = H1(m′), R′ = R′′, and C3 = H2(C1,C2, e(dID,3, R

′)).

4. If all of them hold, it outputs m′. Otherwise, output ⊥.

• IBEET.Trapdoor(dID): It takes the secret key dID = (dID,1, dID,2, dID,3) of
the identity ID as an input and outputs a trapdoor tdID = dID,2 for the
identity ID.

• IBEET.Test(tdIDi , CIDi , tdIDj , CIDj ): It takes a ciphertext CIDi = (CIDi,1,
CIDi,2,CIDi,3) of a user IDi with his/her trapdoor tdIDi

and a ciphertext
CIDj

= (CIDj ,1,CIDj ,2,CIDj ,3) of a user IDj with his/her trapdoor tdIDj
as

inputs. It performs as follows:
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1. Run IBE2.Dec(pp2, tdIDi ,CIDi,2)→ h′‖R′.
2. Run IBE2.Dec(pp2, tdIDj

,CIDj ,2)→ h′′‖R′′.
3. If h′ = h′′, then output 1. Otherwise, output 0.

Correctness. The following theorem demonstrates the correctness of our semi-
generic IBEET construction.

Theorem 4. Our construction in Section 5.1 is correct according to Definition 6
under assuming the exploited IBE1 and IBE2 schemes are correct and H1 is a
collision-resistant hash function.

Proof. Let CIDi
= (CIDi,1,CIDi,2,CIDi,3) be a valid ciphertext generated by run-

ning IBEET.Enc(pp, IDi,mi). Then, IBE1.Dec(pp1, dIDi,1,CIDi,1) → mi‖gr and
IBE2.Dec(pp2, dIDi,2,CIDi,2) → H1(mi)‖gr for some r ∈ Z∗p, because IBE1 and
IBE2 are correct. Moreover, since e(hIDi , g1)r = e(hsIDi

, gr) = e(dIDi,3, g
r),

H2(CIDi,1,CIDi,2, e(dIDi,3, g
r)) is the same as CIDi,3 = H2(CIDi,1,CIDi,2, e(hIDi

, g1)r).
Hence, the first condition for the correctness holds.

Let CIDj
= (CIDj ,1,CIDj ,2,CIDj ,3) be a valid ciphertext generated by running

IBEET.Enc(pp, IDj ,mj). For the IBEET.Test algorithm, when the trapdoors tdIDi

and tdIDj for users IDi and IDj are given, if mi = mj , then it outputs 1
since IBE2.Dec(pp2, tdIDi

,CIDi,2) → H1(mi)‖Ri, IBE2.Dec(pp2, tdIDj
,CIDj ,2) →

H1(mj)‖Rj , and H1(mi) = H1(mj). Otherwise, H1(mi) is different from
H1(mj) with overwhelming probability since H1 is a collision-resistant hash
function. Therefore, both the second and third conditions for the correctness
hold.

5.2. Security Analysis of Our IBEET Construction

In this subsection, we explore the security of our IBEET construction. The
following theorem demonstrates that our IBEET construction is OW-ID-CCA2 se-
cure against Type-I adversaries.

Theorem 5. Our construction in Section 5.1 is OW-ID-CCA2 secure against
PPT Type-I adversaries, under assuming that the exploited IBE1 scheme is IND-
ID-CCA2 secure, the BDH assumption holds, and H1, H2, and H3 are modelled
as random oracles.

Sketch of Proof. The proof of this Theorem is very similar to that of Theorem 2.
As in the proof of Theorem 2, we suppose that there exists a PPT Type-I
adversary A who breaks the OW-ID-CCA2 security of our IBEET construction.
Then, we construct a PPT algorithm B who breaks the IND-ID-CCA2 security
of the IBE1 scheme using A. The main differences are as follows:

• While Osk oracle queries are controlled by B itself in the proof of Theo-
rem 2, the key extraction queries OExt are served with the aid of the key
extraction oracle of the IND-ID-CCA2 security game of the IBE1 scheme,
to extract the secret key of the IBE1 scheme in this proof.
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• For ODec queries, while B in the proof of Theorem 2 queries to the decryp-
tion oracle on ciphertexts only under the public key pkt, B in this proof
queries to it on all ciphertexts.

• Additionally, OH3 oracle queries are offered as follows: At the initial step,
it selects a random element x from Z∗p and sets ḡ = gx. On input an
identity ID, it returns hID if (ID, rID, hID) has previously been stored in the
hash list LH3 , which was originally initiated as an empty set. Otherwise,
it randomly selects rID from Z∗p, computes hID = ḡrID , adds (ID, rID, hID) to

the hash list LH3 , and returns hID.

• Similarly to the event denoted by F1 in the proof of Theorem 2, we de-
note by G1 the event that a ciphertext of the form (C∗ID∗,1,CID∗,2,CID∗,3)
queried to the decryption oracle, is valid where the challenge ciphertext is
(C∗ID∗,1,C

∗
ID∗,2,C

∗
ID∗,3). Then, we can assume that if A detects a wrong sim-

ulation, then A can solve the BDH problem on the instance (g, gx, gr, gs)

by computing (e(hID∗ , g1)r)r
−1
ID∗ where hID∗ = ḡrID∗ = (gx)rID∗ . Hence, we

can assume that Pr[G1] ≤ AdvBDH
A is negligible in the security parameter.

Then, we complete the proof of this theorem by following the similar step to that
of the proof of Theorem 2. The full proof of Theorem 5 is given in Appendix
A.

Next, we demonstrate that our IBEET construction also achieves the IND-
ID-CCA2 security against Type-II adversaries.

Theorem 6. Our construction in Section 5.1 is IND-ID-CCA2 secure against
PPT Type-II adversaries, under assuming that the exploited IBE1 and IBE2
schemes are IND-ID-CCA2 secure, the BDH assumption holds, and H1, H2, and
H3 are modelled as random oracles.

Sketch of Proof. The proof of this Theorem is very similar with that of The-
orem 3, which demonstrates the IND-CCA2 security of our PKEET scheme.
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3, we can prove by defining an original IND-
ID-CCA2 security game of our IBEET construction and its slight modification,
and then demonstrating that the advantage of any PPT adversaries of those
games are negligible in the security parameter. We can easily obtain the full
proof of this Theorem from properly combining the proofs of Theorem 3 and
Theorem 5 by considering the identity-based setting. We provide the full proof
of this Theorem in Appendix B.
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6. Comparisons

In this section, we provide comparisons of our PKEET and IBEET construc-
tions with existing other related works.

6.1. Comparison with Previous PKEET Schemes

Table 1: Comparison of Our PKEET with Existing Schemes

[19] [18] [12]† Ours

Comp of Enc 3Exp 5Exp 6Exp 6Exp + 2SE

Dec 3Exp 2Exp 5Exp 3Exp + 2SE

Test 2Pairing 4Exp 2Pairing + 2Exp 2Exp + 2SE

Size of PK |G| 2|G| 3|G| 3|G|
CT 3|G|+ |Zp| 4|G|+ |Zp|+ 2λ 5|G|+ |Zp| 2|G|+ 10λ

TD − |Zp| |Zp| |Zp|
Security Type-I OW-CCA2 OW-CCA2 OW-CCA2 OW-CCA2

Type-II − IND-CCA2 IND-CCA2 IND-CCA2

Assumptions CDH CDH CDH CDH
† The scheme in [12] originally supports four types of authorization policies for equality
tests, but we consider Type-1 authorization only for the above comparison, which has
the same functionality with ours.

Legends: Comp: computational complexity, Enc: encryption algorithm, Dec: decryp-
tion algorithm, Test: test algorithm, PK: public key, CT: ciphertext, TD: trapdoor,
Exp: cost for an exponentiation, Pairing: cost for a pairing computation, SE: cost for
symmetric encryption (or decryption), λ: security parameter, CDH: computational
Diffie-Hellman assumption

We first present a comparison of our PKEET construction with previous
PKEET schemes which support the same functionality with ours. For PKE
schemes in our PKEET construction, we exploit the outcome of the Fujisaki
and Okamoto (FO) conversion [6] by employing the hashed ElGamal encryp-
tion scheme [7] as an asymmetric encryption scheme and AES [5] as a symmetric
encryption scheme. The hashed ElGamal encryption scheme requires two ex-
ponentiations for encryption and one exponentiation for decryption2, and its
ciphertext consists of one group element and one string whose size is the same
as a hash output. In addition to those of the hashed ElGamal encryption, the

2We ignore the cost of the hash computation, because in general it is much cheaper than
exponentiation.
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outcome of the FO conversion using the hashed ElGamal encryption and AES
requires costs of the AES encryption and decryption algorithms for encryption
and decryption, respectively. A ciphertext of the FO conversion just adds a
ciphertext of AES to a ciphertext of the hashed ElGamal encryption. We note
that the hashed ElGamal encryption scheme is indistinguishable against cho-
sen plaintext attacks (IND-CPA) under CDH assumptions in the random oracle
model and so the outcome of the FO conversion is IND-CCA2 secure if CDH
assumptions hold and AES is one-way.

Table 1 provides a comparison between our construction and other related
ones. The second, third, fourth, and last columns describe the features of Yang
et al.’s PKEET [19], Tang’s all-or-nothing PKEET [18], Ma et al.’s PKEET [12],
and ours, respectively. We set the size of hash values and the ciphertext size
of AES to 2λ, respectively, for the security parameter λ. The table shows that
the performance of our construction is slightly worse than the previous best
result [18]. This seems to be because our construction is semi-generic and so its
performance relies heavily on those of the underlying PKE schemes. Hence, we
believe that it could be further improved if a more efficient IND-CCA2 secure
PKE scheme is provided.

6.2. Comparison with Previous IBEET Schemes

Table 2: Comparison of IBEKS and IBEETs

IBEKS IBEET Ours
([1]+[14]) ([11]) (with BF-IBE [4])

Comp of Enc 7Exp 6Exp 6Exp
Dec - 2Pairing+2Exp 3Pairing+2Exp
Test 4Pairing 4Pairing 2Pairing+2Exp

Size of PK 15G 2G 4G
CT 4G+GT 4G+Zp 2G+5|H|
TD 12G G G

Fun KS Yes Yes Yes
ET No Yes Yes

Security IND-ID-CPA OW-ID-CCA2 IND-ID-CCA2
ROM No Yes Yes
Assumption `-DBDHE & aug `-DL BDH BDH

Legends: IBEKS: identity-based encryption with keyword search, IBEET: identity-
based encryption with equality test, BF-IBE: Boneh and Franklin’s identity-based
encryption, Comp: computational complexity, Fun: Functionality, ROM: random
oracle model, Enc: encryption algorithm, Dec: decryption algorithm, Test: test al-
gorithm, PK: public key, CT: ciphertext, TD: trapdoor, KS: keyword search, ET:
equality test, Exp: Exponentiation, Pairing: Pairing, G,GT : two cyclic group of
order p for a pairing e : G × G → GT , H: hash function, `-DBDHE: decisional `-
bilinear Diffie-Hellman exponent assumption, aug `-DL: augmented Decisional linear
assumption, BDH: bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption
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Now, we provide a comparison of our IBEET construction with an IBEKS
scheme and the existing IBEET scheme [11]. For IBEKS, we consider Abdalla
et al.’s generic transformation [1] by exploiting Park and Lee’s anonymous hi-
erarchical IBE scheme [14] as in [11]. For our IBEET construction, we exploit
Boneh and Franklin’s IND-ID-CCA2 secure IBE scheme [4], which requires two
exponentiations for encryption, and one pairing computation and one exponen-
tiation for decryption.3

Table 2 gives a comparison between our and other related constructions. The
second, third, and fourth columns describe the features of an IBEKS scheme
exploiting Park and Lee’s anonymous hierarchical IBE, Ma’s IBEET scheme,
and our scheme exploiting Boneh-Franklin’s IBE, respectively. In terms of com-
putational complexity, the table shows that our decryption algorithm is slightly
slower than the one given by Ma. However, the test algorithm is made faster
by considering that in general a pairing computation is more expensive than an
exponentiation. We also confirm that the size of our public key, ciphertext, and
trapdoor are comparable to those used in Ma’s scheme. Finally, we remark that
our construction is the only IBEET scheme that achieves the IND-ID-CCA2 se-
curity against Type-II adversaries.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have provided a semi-generic construction of public key
encryption with equality test by exploiting traditional public key encryption
schemes. Our construction is OW-CCA2 secure against Type-I adversaries who
have the trapdoor for equality test, and IND-CCA2 secure against Type-II ad-
versaries who do not have this information. This is shown assuming that the
exploited public key encryption schemes are IND-CCA2 secure and the CDH
assumption holds in the random oracle model.

We have also provided an identity-based version of our construction by re-
placing public key encryption schemes and the CDH assumption with identity-
based schemes and the BDH assumption, respectively. As a result, we have ob-
tained the first identity-based encryption scheme with equality test that achieves
both OW-ID-CCA2 security against Type-I adversaries and IND-ID-CCA2 secu-
rity against Type-II adversaries.

In future research, we may consider developing more generic constructions
which do not require the CDH or BDH assumptions. It may also be interesting
to design generic constructions of public key encryption and identity-based en-
cryption with equality test that support flexible authorization, as done for the
scheme in [12].

3We ignore the cost of the hash computation, because in general it is much cheaper than
exponentiation and pairing operations.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 5

The proof of Theorem 5 is very similar as that of Theorem 2. Let A be
a PPT Type-I adversary who breaks the OW-ID-CCA2 security of our IBEET
construction with advantage εA. Then, we can construct a PPT algorithm B
who breaks the IND-ID-CCA2 security of the IBE1 scheme using A as follows:

1. On receiving a public parameter pp1 from the challenger C of the IND-ID-
CCA2 security game of the IBE1 scheme, B performs as follows:

(a) Run IBE2.Setup(λ)→ (pp2,msk2).
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(b) Generate cyclic groups G and GT of prime order p. Let e : G×G→
GT be a bilinear map. Select a generator g of the group G. Choose
a random element s from Z∗p and set g1 = gs.

(c) Send pp = (pp1, pp2,G,GT , e, g, g1) to A.

2. For A’s oracle queries, B responds as follows:

• OH1 ,OH2 queries: These are the same with those in the proof of
Theorem 2, which proves the OW-CCA2 security of our PKEET con-
struction.

• OH3 query: At the initial step, it selects a random element x from Z∗p
and sets ḡ = gx. On input an identity ID, it returns hID if (ID, rID, hID)
has previously been stored in the hash list LH3 , which was originally
initiated as an empty set. Otherwise, it randomly selects rID from
Z∗p, computes hID = ḡrID , adds (ID, rID, hID) to the hash list LH3 , and
returns hID.

• OExt query: On input an identity ID,

(a) B queries ID to the key extraction oracle of the IND-ID-CCA2 se-
curity game of the IBE1 scheme and then receives dID,1.

(b) B runs IBE2.Extract(pp2,msk2, ID)→ dID,2.

(c) B computes dID,3 = hsID where hID = H3(ID) (obtained by OH3

queries).

(d) B sends dID = (dID,1, dID,2, dID,3) to A.

• Otd query: On input an identity ID, it runs IBEET.Trapdoor(dID) →
tdID and returns tdID.

• ODec query: On input a pair of an identity and a ciphertext (ID, CID)
for CID = (CID,1,CID,2,CID,3),

(a) B queries CID,1 to the decryption oracle of the IND-ID-CCA2 se-
curity game of the IBE1 scheme and then receives m′‖R′.

(b) B runs IBE2.Dec(pp2, dID,2,CID,2) → h′1‖R′′ and check whether
h′1 = H1(m′), R′ = R′′, and CID,3 = H2(CID,1,CID,2, e(dID,3, R

′)).
If all of them hold, it returns m′. Otherwise, it returns ⊥.

3. Once receiving the challenge identity ID∗ from A, B selects two random
messages m0,m1 from {0, 1}`1 and r from Z∗p, and sends ID∗, m0‖gr, and
m1‖gr to C. Then, C may select a random bit β ∈ {0, 1}, run

IBE1.Enc(pp1, ID
∗,mβ‖gr)→ C∗ID∗,1,

and send it to B.

4. Once B receives the challenge ciphertext C∗ID∗,1, he selects a random ele-

ment h∗1 ∈ {0, 1}`2 , runs

IBE2.Enc(pp2, ID
∗, h∗1‖gr)→ C∗ID∗,2,
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and computes C∗ID∗,3 = H2(C∗ID∗,1,C
∗
ID∗,2, e(hID∗ , g1)r). B sends C∗ID∗ =

(C∗ID∗,1,C
∗
ID∗,2,C

∗
ID∗,3) to A as the challenge ciphertext.

5. B responds to A’s oracle queries as the same as in Step 2, except for the
decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of form (C∗ID∗,1,CID∗,2,CID∗,3). For
the decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of form (C∗ID∗,1,CID∗,2,CID∗,3),
B outputs ⊥.

We note that the key extraction query on the challenge identity ID∗ and
the decryption query on the pair of the challenge identity ID∗ and the
challenge ciphertext C∗ID∗ , are not allowed by the definition of the security
game.

6. A outputs m′. If m′ = mb for b = 0, 1, B outputs β′ = b. Otherwise, it
outputs a random bit β′ ∈ {0, 1}.

Let us evaluate B’s advantage. We first note that B’s simulation may fail in
the following two cases:

• Let G1 be the event that a ciphertext of the form (C∗ID∗,1,CID∗,2,CID∗,3)
queried to the decryption oracle in Step 5, is valid. In this case, we
assume that the decryption oracle returns ⊥ in the above simulation.
However, in case when IBE2.Enc(pp2, ID

∗, h̄1‖gr) → CID∗,2 and CID∗,3 =
H2(C∗ID∗,1,CID∗,2, e(hID∗ , g1)r)) for some h̄1 ∈ {0, 1}`2 , this ciphertext be-
comes valid. To generate such a ciphertext, A must query to the ora-
cle OH2 on an input (C∗ID∗,1,CID∗,2, e(hID∗ , g1)r). Here, we can assume
that if A detects such a wrong simulation, then he can solve a BDH prob-

lem on an instance (g, gx, gr, gs) by computing (e(hID∗ , g1)r)r
−1
ID∗ , because

(e(hID∗ , g1)r)r
−1
ID∗ = (e(gxrID∗ , gs)r)r

−1
ID∗ = e(g, g)xsr.

Since we assume that the BDH assumption holds, Pr[G1] ≤ AdvBDH
A is

negligible in the security parameter.

• Let G2 be the event that m0 or m1 are queried to the oracle OH1 . If m0

or m1 are queried and the outputs of the oracle queries on m0 or m1 are
not h̄1, then the challenge ciphertext for A may not be valid. We note
that the probability that G2 occurs is

Pr[G2] = 1−
(

2`1 − 2

qH1

)/(2`1

qH1

)
= 1−

(
1− qH1

2`1

)(
1− qH1

2`1 − 1

)
≤ 2qH1

2`1 − 1
,

where qH1
is the number of different inputs to be queried to the OH1 ora-

cle. Whereas the size of the plaintext space is exponential in the security
parameter, qH1 is polynomial in the security parameter, and hence Pr[G2]
is negligible in the security parameter.

We denote the event that G1 or G2 occur by G, i.e., G = G1 ∨ G2. In the
above simulation, B outputs β′ = β in the following two cases:
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• EA,1: the event that A correctly outputs mβ . In this case, B correctly
answers with probability 1 and it holds that

Pr[EA,1 ∧ ¬G] ≥ εA − Pr[G].

• EA,2: the event that A outputs neither mβ nor m1−β . In this case, B
correctly answers with probability 1

2 and it holds that

Pr[EA,2 ∧ ¬G] ≤ 1− εA −
1

2`2
≤ Pr[EA,2 ∧ ¬G] + Pr[G].

Here, both the above two bounds are obtained by the same argument in Equa-
tion (1) and (2). Then, the remaining analysis is exactly the same as in the
proof of Theorem 2. That is, we have

AdvIND-ID-CCA2
IBE1,B ≥ εA

2
− 3

2
AdvBDH

A − negl(λ)

and therefore

εA = AdvOW-ID-CCA2
OURS,A

≤ 2AdvIND-ID-CCA2
IBE1 + 3AdvBDH

A + negl(λ).

Since we assume that the IBE1 scheme is IND-ID-CCA2 secure and the BDH
assumption holds, our construction is OW-ID-CCA2 secure.

Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 6

The proof of this Theorem is very similar with that of Theorem 3. Similarly
to the proof of Theorem 3, we will first define an original IND-ID-CCA2 security
game of our construction and its slight modification. Then, we will demonstrate
that the advantage of any PPT adversaries of those games are negligible in the
security parameters. The original game and its modification are defined as
follows:

Game 0. This game is the same as the original IND-ID-CCA2 security game in
Definition 8.

1. The challenger C takes a security parameter λ as an input, runs IBEET.Setup(λ)
→ (pp,msk), sends the public parameter pp to the adversary A, and keeps
the master secret key msk private.

2. For A’s queries to the oracles OH1 , OH2 , OH3 , and Otd, the challenger C
responds as B in Step 2 of the security game in the proof of Theorem 5.
For queries to the oracles OExt and ODec, C responds as follows:

• OExt query: On input an identity ID, it runs IBEET.Extract(pp,msk, ID)
→ dID and returns dID.
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• ODec query: On input a ciphertext CID = (CID,1,CID,2,CID,3) of a
user ID, it runs IBEET.Dec(pp, dID, CID)→ m′ and returns m′.

3. A selects an identity ID∗, which was never queried to the OExt oracle and
Otd oracle in Step 2, and two messages m0 and m1, and sends them to C.
C selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, runs IBEET.Enc(pp, ID∗,mb) → C∗ID∗,b,
and sends C∗ID∗,b to A.

4. For A’s oracle queries, C responds as in Step 2. The constraints are that

(a) the identity ID∗ does not appear as an input in the OExt and Otd

oracle queries;

(b) a pair of the identity ID∗ and the ciphertext C∗ID∗,b does not appear

as an input in the ODec oracle queries.

5. A outputs b ∈ {0, 1}.

Game 1. This game is almost the same as Game 0, except for the challenge
ciphertext. In the challenge phase, once C receives the identity ID∗ and two
messages m0,m1 from A, he selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, and generates a
challenge ciphertext as follows:

1. Select a random element r from Z∗p.

2. Run IBE1.Enc(pp1, ID
∗,mb‖gr)→ C∗ID∗,b,1.

3. Run IBE2.Enc(pp2, ID
∗,H1(m1−b)‖gr)→ C∗ID∗,1−b,2.

4. Compute C∗ID∗,b,3 = H2(C∗ID∗,b,1,C
∗
ID∗,1−b,2, e(hID∗ , g1)r),

and sends C∗ID∗,b = (C∗ID∗,b,1,C
∗
ID∗,1−b,2,C

∗
ID∗,b,3) to A.

Let εi be the advantage of A in Game i, i.e., εi = Pr[A outputs b]− 1
2 . We

remark that the probability ε1 is related to the event that A in Game 1 outputs
the index b of the first component C∗ID∗,b,1 of the challenge ciphertext C∗ID∗,b, not
that of the second component C∗ID∗,1−b,2.

The following lemmas will demonstrate that ε0 +ε1 and ε0−ε1 are negligible
in the security parameter under assuming that the exploited IBE1 and IBE2
schemes are IND-ID-CCA2 secure, respectively, the BDH assumption holds, and
H1, H2, and H3 are modelled as random oracles. As a result, we conclude that
the advantage ε0 of any adversaries in the original security game Game 0, is
negligible in the security parameter.

Lemma 3. Assuming that the exploited IBE1 is IND-ID-CCA2 secure, the BDH
assumption holds, and H1, H2, and H3 are modelled as random oracles, ε0 + ε1
is negligible in the security parameter.

Proof. Let A1 be a PPT adversary who breaks the IND-ID-CCA2 security of
our construction. Then, we can construct a PPT algorithm B1 who breaks the
IND-ID-CCA2 security of the IBE1 scheme using A1 as follows:
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1. On receiving the public parameter pp1 from the challenger C1 of the IND-
ID-CCA2 security game of the IBE1 scheme, B1 runs as B in the proof of
Theorem 5.

2. For A1’s queries to the oracles, B1 responds as B in the proof of Theorem 5
with the key extraction and the decryption oracle queries of C1 if needed.

3. On receiving the challenge identity ID∗ and two messagesm0,m1 ∈ {0, 1}`1
from A1, B1 randomly selects r from Z∗p and forwards ID∗, m0‖gr and
m1‖gr to C1. Subsequently, C1 may select a random bit β ∈ {0, 1}, run
IBE1.Enc(pp1, ID

∗,mβ‖gr)→ C∗β , and send C∗β to B1.

4. On receiving C∗β from C1, B1 selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, sets C∗ID∗,b,1 =
C∗β , runs IBE2.Enc(pp2, ID

∗,H1(mb)‖gr)→ C∗ID∗,b,2, and computes C∗ID∗,b,3 =
H2(C∗ID∗,b,1,C

∗
ID∗,b,2, e(hID∗ , g1)r). B1 returns C∗ID∗,b = (C∗ID,b,1,C

∗
ID,b,2,C

∗
ID,b,3)

to A1.

5. B1 responds to A1’s oracle queries as in Step 2 of this game, except for
the decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of the form (C∗ID∗,b,1,CID∗,b,2,
CID∗,b,3). For the decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of form (C∗ID∗,b,1,
CID∗,b,2,CID∗,b,3), it outputs ⊥.

6. On receiving A1’s output b′, B1 outputs β′ = b′.

We note that the above simulation may fail when the event G1 defined in
the proof of Theorem 5 occurs. As the analysis in the proof of Theorem 5,
Pr[G1] = AdvBDH

A1
and it is negligible in the security parameter because we

assume that the BDH assumption holds.
Now, let us evaluate the advantage of B1. Because b is randomly chosen by

B1, Pr[β = b] = Pr[β 6= b] = 1
2 . Further, if B1 correctly guesses β, i.e., β = b,

then the challenge ciphertext C∗ID∗,b for A1 has the form of

C∗ID∗,b = (C∗ID∗,b,1,C
∗
ID∗,b,2,C

∗
ID∗,b,3)

= (IBE1.Enc(pp1, ID
∗,mβ‖gr), IBE2.Enc(pp2, ID∗,H1(mβ)‖gr),C∗ID∗,b,3),

which has the same form of the challenge ciphertext in Game 0. Hence, when
A1 correctly answers so that b′ = b, B′ outputs the correct answer β′ = b′ =
b = β.

If B1 does not correctly guess β, i.e., β 6= b, then the challenge ciphertext
C∗ID∗,b has the form of

C∗ID∗,b = (C∗ID∗,b,1,C
∗
ID∗,1−b,2,C

∗
ID∗,b,3)

= (IBE1.Enc(pp1, ID
∗,mβ‖gr), IBE2.Enc(pp2, ID∗,H1(m1−β)‖gr),C∗ID∗,b,3),

which has the same form of the challenge ciphertext in Game 1. Hence, when
A1 outputs the index related to the first component of the challenge ciphertext
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in Game 1, β′ is the same as β. Hence,

AdvIND-ID-CCA2
B1

= Pr[β = β′]− 1

2

≥ Pr[β = β′|¬G1] Pr[¬G1]− 1

2

=
(

Pr[A outputs β in Game 0|¬G1 ∧ β = b] Pr[β = b]

+ Pr[A outputs β in Game 1|¬G1 ∧ β 6= b] Pr[β 6= b]
)

Pr[¬G1]− 1

2

≥
((1

2
+ ε0 − Pr[G1]

)1

2
+

(1

2
+ ε1 − Pr[G1]

)1

2

)
(1− Pr[G1])− 1

2

≥
(

1−AdvBDH
A1

)ε0 + ε1
2

−
3AdvBDH

A1

2
+ negl(λ). (B.1)

Since the IBE1 scheme is IND-ID-CCA2 secure, the advantage of B1 is negligible
in the security parameter. Therefore, ε0 + ε1 is also negligible in the security
parameter.

Lemma 4. Assuming that the exploited IBE2 is IND-ID-CCA2 secure, the BDH
assumption holds, and H1, H2, and H3 are modelled as random oracles, ε0− ε1
is negligible in the security parameter.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 3. Let A2 be a
PPT adversary who breaks the IND-ID-CCA2 security of our construction. Then,
we can construct a PPT algorithm B2 who breaks the IND-ID-CCA2 security of
the IBE2 scheme using A2 as follows:

1. On receiving a public parameter pp2 from the challenger C2 of the IND-
ID-CCA2 security game of the IBE2 scheme, B2 performs as follows:

(a) Run IBE1.Setup(λ)→ (pp1,msk1).

(b) Generate cyclic groups G and GT of prime order p. Let e : G×G→
GT be a bilinear map. Select a generator g of the group G. Choose
a random element s from Z∗p and set g1 = gs.

(c) Send pp = (pp1, pp2,G,GT , e, g, g1) to A2.

2. For A2’s queries to the oracles OH1 , OH2 , and OH3 , B2 responds as B1 in
Step 2 of Lemma 3. For queries to OExt, Otd, and ODec, B2 responds as
follows:

• OExt query: On input an identity ID,

(a) B2 queries ID to the key extraction oracle of the IND-ID-CCA2 se-
curity game of the IBE2 scheme and then receives dID,2.

(b) B2 runs IBE1.Extract(pp1,msk1, ID)→ dID,1.
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(c) B2 computes dID,3 = hsID where hID = H3(ID) (obtained by OH3

queries).

(d) B2 sends dID = (dID,1, dID,2, dID,3) to A2.

• Otd query: On input an identity ID, it queries ID to the decryption
oracle of the IBE2 scheme. Once receiving dID,2, it returns tdID = dID,2
to A2.

• ODec query: On input a pair of an identity and a ciphertext (ID, CID)
for CID = (CID,1,CID,2,CID,3),

(a) B2 queries CID,2 to the decryption oracle of the IND-ID-CCA2 se-
curity game of the IBE2 scheme and then receives h′1‖R′′.

(b) B2 runs IBE1.Dec(pp1, dID,1,CID,1) → m′‖R′ and check whether
h′1 = H1(m′), R′ = R′′, and CID,3 = H2(CID,1,CID,2, e(dID,3, R

′)).
If all of them hold, it returns m′. Otherwise, it returns ⊥.

3. On receiving the challenge identity ID∗ and two messagesm0,m1 ∈ {0, 1}`1
from A2, B2 randomly selects r from Z∗p and forwards ID∗, H1(m0)‖gr,
and H1(m1)‖gr to C2. Then, C2 may select a random bit β ∈ {0, 1}, run
IBE2.Enc(pp2, ID

∗,H1(mβ)‖gr)→ C∗ID∗,β , and send C∗ID∗,β to B2.

4. On receiving C∗ID∗,β from C2, B2 selects a random bit b ∈ {0, 1}, sets
C∗ID∗,b,2 = C∗β , runs IBE1.Enc(pp1, ID

∗,mb‖gr) → C∗ID∗,b,1, and computes
C∗ID∗,b,3 = H2(C∗ID∗,b,1,C

∗
ID∗,b,2, e(hID∗ , g1)r). Then, B2 returns C∗ID∗,b =

(C∗ID∗,b,1,C
∗
ID∗,b,2,C

∗
ID∗,b,3) to A2.

5. B2 responds to A2’s oracle queries as in Step 2 of this game, except for the
decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of form (CID∗,b,1,C

∗
ID∗,b,2,CID∗,b,3).

For the decryption oracle queries on ciphertexts of form (CID∗,b,1,C
∗
ID∗,b,2,

CID∗,b,3), it outputs ⊥.

6. On receiving A2’s output b′, B2 outputs β′ = b′.

As the similar reason in the proof of Lemma 3, the above simulation may
fail when the event G1 defined in the proof of Theorem 5 occurs and Pr[G1] =
AdvBDH

A2
.

Because b is randomly chosen by B2, Pr[β = b] = Pr[β 6= b] = 1
2 . Further, if

B2 correctly guesses β, i.e., β = b, then the challenge ciphertext C∗ID∗,b for the
adversary A2 has the form of

C∗ID∗,b = (C∗ID∗,b,1,C
∗
ID∗,b,2,C

∗
ID∗,b,3)

= (IBE1.Enc(pp1, ID
∗,mβ‖gr), IBE2.Enc(pp2, ID∗,H1(mβ)‖gr),C∗ID∗,b,3),

which has the same form of the challenge ciphertext in Game 0. Hence, when
A1 correctly answers so that b′ = b, B′ outputs the correct answer β′ = b′ =
b = β.
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If B2 does not correctly guess β, i.e., β 6= b, then the challenge ciphertext
C∗ID∗,b has the form of

C∗ID∗,b = (C∗ID∗,b,1,C
∗
ID∗,b,2,C

∗
ID∗,b,3)

= (IBE1.Enc(pp1, ID
∗,m1−β‖gr), IBE2.Enc(pp2, ID∗,H1(mβ)‖gr),C∗ID∗,b,3),

which has the same form of the challenge ciphertext in Game 1. Hence, when
A1 outputs the index related to the second component of the challenge cipher-
text in Game 1, β′ is the same as β. The probability of such the event is 1

2 − ε1
because we define ε1 by Pr[A outputs 1− β]− 1

2 . Hence,

AdvIND-ID-CCA2
IBE2,B2

= Pr[β = β′]− 1

2

≥ Pr[β = β′|¬G1] Pr[¬G1]− 1

2

=
(

Pr[A outputs β in Game 0|¬G1 ∧ β = b] Pr[β = b]

+ Pr[A outputs β in Game 1|¬G1 ∧ β 6= b] Pr[β 6= b]
)

Pr[¬G1]− 1

2

≥
((1

2
+ ε0 − Pr[G1]

)1

2
+

(1

2
− ε1 − Pr[G1]

)1

2

)
(1− Pr[G1])− 1

2

≥
(

1−AdvBDH
A2

)ε0 − ε1
2

−
3AdvBDH

A2

2
+ negl(λ). (B.2)

Since we assume that the IBE2 scheme is IND-ID-CCA2 secure, the advantage of
B2 is negligible in the security parameter. Therefore, ε0 − ε1 is also negligible
in the security parameter.

From Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, both ε0 + ε1 and ε0 − ε1 are negligible in the
security parameter. Hence, ε0 should be negligible in the security parameter.
More precisely, from the relations (B.1) and (B.2),

ε0 = AdvIND-ID-CCA2
OURS

≤
( 1

1−AdvBDH

)(
AdvIND-ID-CCA2

IBE1 + AdvIND-ID-CCA2
IBE2 + 3AdvBDH

)
+ negl(λ).

Since we assume that the exploited IBE1 and IBE2 schemes are IND-ID-CCA2 se-
cure and the BDH assumption holds, our construction is IND-ID-CCA2 se-
cure.
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